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Defining energy equity 



Who is vulnerable, 
who is privileged, 

and how?

Who is at the table? 
What voice and 

power do they have 
in influencing 

planning, decision-
making, and 

implementation? 

Who bears the 
brunt of the 

burdens? who 
benefits and how? 

How can we rectify 
past injustices 
caused by the 

energy system and 
prevent future 

harms? 



What Justice40 requires (& doesn’t)

>=40% benefits           delivered to          disadvantaged communities 



What Justice40 requires (& doesn’t)

>=40% benefits           delivered to          disadvantaged communities 

[Distributional              +                         Recognition]



EVENT DATE REGISTERED ATTENDED
Kickoff #1 6/9/21 210 130

Kickoff #2 6/17/21 165 85

Listening #1 - Practitioners #1 6/23/21 39 27
Listening #2 - Community #1 7/14/21 40 13

Listening #3 - Utility 8/4/21 67 36
Listening #4 - Regulator 8/11/21 50 25

Listening #5 - Philanthropy 8/18/21 26 9
Listening #6 - Community #2 8/19/21 36 17

Listening #7 - Practitioners #2 8/25/21 66 26

Listening #8 – Indigenous 2/21/22 70 45

10 EVENTS 769 403









Each workgroup charged with developing:

1. Indices
2. Guiding principles
3. Quantitative metrics
4. Qualitative best practices 



Professional Identity

27%

36%

9%

8%

8%

12%

Academic / researcher / evaluator

Community organization / practitioner

Regulator / policy-maker

Utilitly / contractor

Govt

Impacted / interested community
member



Racial Identity
Asian - East Asian

9% Asian - South 
Asian

8%
Bi- or multi-racial 
(also counted in 

non-White 
categories)

9%

Black / African / 
African American 

/Caribbean
23%

Latino/a/x  / Hispanic
4%

Middle Eastern / 
North African

2%

Native / Indigenous / 
American Indian / Alaska 

Native
2%

White / European 
/ Caucasian alone

43%



Gender Identity

85%

11%
4%

Female

Male

Non-binary /
non-conforming
/ queer



What are our overarching goals and principles? 









148 potential metrics 
assessed:
---------------------------
•29 included 
•16 priority data gaps
•8 desired rating scales
•27 best practices
•68 nixed



EEP Data Pipeline

Data 
Retrieval

Data 
Cleaning

Data 
Processing

Analysis & 
Visualization



Data Retrieval
We collected data from:

• US Census Bureau (Demographics)
• FEMA (Climate Risk)
• CDC (Social Vulnerability)
• Eviction Lab
• DOE LEAD
• ACEEE
• Institute for Local Self Reliance
• Lawrence Berkeley National Lab
• Fisher, Sheehan & Colton

How we collected data:

• API requests
• CSV file downloads from org site
• Contacting orgs directly and making a 

request for data



An Atlas of 148 Energy Equity Measures 



Energy Equity Guidance





Metrics guidance



Goals for Energy Equity Metrics: 

Accept the limits of data: 
1. Tie back to guiding principles 
2. Supplement with qualitative best practices
3. Less is more – many priorities mean none have power 

Work with community: 
1. Co-create – meet a meaningful need defined by frontline communities; community-

driven define weighting
2. “Maxi-Min” principle –maximize the outcomes for the most impacted & vulnerable

à combining Recognition and Distributional metrics 
3. Address all four dimensions of energy equity 
4. Address cumulative impacts 



Metrics summaries









Guidance on 
Integrating 
qualitative 
inFormation



HOW ARE WE REPRESENTING 
COMMUNITY NARRATIVES?



38

Indigenous 
Sovereignty

• Environmental justice is Indigenous 
justice

• Colonialism & capitalism are at the 
core of climate change and deep 
inequities

• Indigenous liberation & sovereignty 
are our path forward

• Restoring balance and returning to 
our sacred role as original 
caretakers

LANDBACK

People vector created by freepik 



Steps to advancing energy equity

1. Review equity prompts

2. Map a robust community engagement process

3. Adopt a holistic energy equity definition

4. Co-create guiding principles

5. Set equity targets

6. Establish metrics for accountability 

7. Adopt best practices for qualitative 



Energy equity 
considerations 

for different 
users



Templates



Transparency



Accessibility



“In every moment lies an opportunity to advance 
energy equity….Reversing energy inequities is 

possible at any time, provided there is a 
willingness to shift the underlying structures.” 

EEP, p.11



The Path We’re On



What’s At Stake?
“energy-burdened households were at about 150%–200% 

greater risk of transitioning into or extending the duration of 
economic poverty over a two-year timeframe relative to 

non-burdened households.” (Bohr & McCreery, 2020) 



What’s At Stake?
“energy-burdened households were at about 150%–200% 

greater risk of transitioning into or extending the duration of 
economic poverty over a two-year timeframe relative to 

non-burdened households.” (Bohr & McCreery, 2020) 

“For moratoria on utility disconnections, COVID-19 
infections rates could have been reduced by 

8.7% and deaths by 14.8%.” (Jowers et al, 2021) 
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The Path We’re On

DTE Rate Increase Proposal – U-21297_0002
Residential 13.9%
Secondary (Commercial) 11.5%
Primary (Industrial) 7.0%

• Michigan ranks 46th out of 51 
(including DC) for the ratio of 
residential rates to C&I rates 
(123%). 

• The national average is 115%. 

• Alabama is #1 at 97%.



The Path We’re On



Envisioning a World Without Hunger?
• “Visions are fantasies, they don’t change anything. Talking 
about them is a waste of time. We don’t need to talk about 
what the end of hunger will be like, we need to talk about how 
to get there.”

•

•

•
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Envisioning a World Without Hunger?
• “Visions are fantasies, they don’t change anything. Talking about them is a waste 
of time. We don’t need to talk about what the end of hunger will be like, we need to talk 
about how to get there.”

• “We all know what it’s like not to be hungry. What’s important to talk about is 
how terrible it is to be hungry”

• “I never really thought about it. I’m not sure what the world would be like 
without hunger, and I don’t see why I need to know.”

• “Stop being unrealistic. There will always be hunger. We can decrease it, but we 
can never eliminate it.”

• “You have to be careful with visions. They can be dangerous. 
Hitler had a vision. I don’t trust visionaries and I don’t want to 
be one.” 



Envisioning an Energy Secure World….

Could IL be the first state to end shutoffs 
AND 

achieve universal affordability? 



The Mythology of Necessity
• #1: BUT we can’t force people to subsidize low-

income households.
#2: BUT it would cost too much money.
#3: BUT we need more data.
#4: BUT we can’t give away energy for free.
#5: BUT who will pay if low-income households just 
keep racking up utility debt?
#6. BUT it would not be cost effective.
#7. BUT it would disincentivize personal 
responsibility.
#8. BUT if we can’t shut people off, people will just 
stop paying.



Zero is Possible…And Proven



Visualizing Energy Equity Examples











Mapping Equity

https://eep.earthrise.media/map


Distributional Equity Examples



E3B Metric









From 2012-2021, 
DTE & Consumers 

LI customers 
should have 

received 
AT LEAST 

an additional 
$120M in energy 
efficiency funds.



Definitions of affordability matter



Affordability defines % of LI customers



It changes the leaderboard….



It changes the leaderboard….



Tax credits for solar and EVs



What does distributional equity look like?
2006-2014; 

~18B in federal 
tax credits

How much was 
received by:

Richest 10% ?? 

Bottom 60% ??



What does distributional equity look like?
2006-2014; 

~18B in federal 
tax credits

How much was 
received by:

Richest 10% ?? 
$10.8B 

Bottom 60% ??
$1.8B

36X less 



What does distributional equity look like?

Median income of 
households 

installing solar is 
$113,000.

>90% of federal 
tax credits for 

electric vehicles 
are received by 
households that 

earn > $200,000.



Justice40





Maximum# 
thresholds = 15

Census Tract 
29510109700, 
St. Louis, MO



The need for 
groundtruthing



The danger 
of binary 

thresholds



How well can we distinguish 
between tracts?

Dorcester | North Quincy

Dorcester = 65% Black, 22% Latinx, 5% white 
= NOT disadvantaged 

North Quincy = 41% Asian, 50% white
= IS disadvantaged 



Eye-
Testing

E.g. expected 
Building Loss
Histograms



Data reliability: gaps, errors, & 
manipulation



Need for consistent and current data



CEJST MI EJScreen









Gaps in 
tribal data 
result in 
exclusion





33% of population received 40% of benefits

67% of the population receives 60% of benefits

Traditional 
Justice40 

Application



Traditional 
Justice40 

Application

• If top 10% got $10.8B; bottom 60% should have received $64.2B 
• Cumulative gap is $53.2B
• Of $2B / year spending, J40 recovers $0.13B per year. 
• Takes 409 years to eliminate the gap



Progressive 
Justice4070
Application

25%
18%
15%
12%
10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%



• Benefits assigned by decile; from 0 to 2.5x
• Closes cumulative $53B gap at $1.76B / year
• 30.2 years for bottom 60% to catch richest 10% in federal tax credits

Progressive 
Justice4070
Application

25%
18%
15%
12%
10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%



How do we ensure that IRA incentives for 
home retrofits 

follow a different path? 



Pathways to universal affordability are within reach

$61,000 in retrofits – for $23,000? 
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Pathways to universal affordability are within reach
$61,000 in retrofits – for $23,000? 

IRA: $14,000 x 2 years – full electrification + super-efficiency
$10,000 x 1 year - tax credit for solar + storage

--------------------------------------------------------------------
$38,000 in federal funds

$23,000 balance repaid over 10 years:  
Customer @ $50 - $100 / month 
MEAP
Local & state sources 

à In 2033, customer has permanent 
energy security & affordability 

à $50 / month energy bill
2% energy burden @ $30,000  |  4% @ $15,000



Using Energy Justice Data for Good



Targeting Reductions in Shutoffs



WHO IS MOST VULNERABLE?







Identifying outliers



Data Driving action: 



COMBINING KNOWLEDGE SOURCES 
TO EXPLORE & PRIORITIZE 

COMMUNITIES FOR INVESTMENT:

A Case Study of [to be revealed!], MI



Drawing on all our knowledge to prioritize investments

EEP 
Map

EEP 
Data

CEJST 
Map

MI
EJ

Screen



Drawing on all our knowledge to prioritize investments

EEP 
Map

EEP 
Data

CEJST 
Map

MI
EJ

Screen



vs.

ENERGY BURDEN
• Reflects income 
• Suggests likelihood of other insecurity (housing, food, 

transportation, health)
• Tells us: % bill reduction needed 

e.g. 50% bill reduction = 50% burden reduction (12% to 6%)

HOME ENERGY AFFORDABILITY GAP
• Reflects energy costs 
• Tells us: $ energy savings needed (per household and total) 



TRACT ID COUNTY HEAG 

ENERGY 
BURDEN 
(% INCOME)

Census Tract 9611 Lake County $2,479 12
Census Tract 9601 Lake County $2,479 11
Census Tract 9613 Lake County $2,479 11
Census Tract 9612 Lake County $2,479 10
Census Tract 9703 Osceola County $2,180 9
Census Tract 9701 Osceola County $2,180 7
Census Tract 9704 Osceola County $2,180 6
Census Tract 9702 Osceola County $2,180 6
Census Tract 9706 Osceola County $2,180 5
Census Tract 9705.01 Osceola County $2,180
Census Tract 9705.02 Osceola County $2,180
Census Tract 9604 Crawford County $2,177 10
Census Tract 9605 Crawford County $2,177 9
Census Tract 9601 Crawford County $2,177 8
Census Tract 9603 Crawford County $2,177 6
Census Tract 9602 Crawford County $2,177 5
Census Tract 9506.01 Kalkaska County $2,174 9
Census Tract 9506.02 Kalkaska County $2,174 8
Census Tract 9504 Kalkaska County $2,174 7
Census Tract 9503 Kalkaska County $2,174 5
Census Tract 9502.01 Kalkaska County $2,174
Census Tract 9502.02 Kalkaska County $2,174
Census Tract 9602 Missaukee County $2,134 7
Census Tract 9604 Missaukee County $2,134 7
Census Tract 9603 Missaukee County $2,134 5
Census Tract 9601.01 Missaukee County $2,134
Census Tract 9601.02 Missaukee County $2,134
Census Tract 9701 Newaygo County $2,057 9





Lake County, Census Tract 9312 Stands Out



EEP Map Data

COMMUNITY CHARACTERISTICS:
Home energy affordability gap: $2,479
Energy burden: 10%
% BIPOC: 27.8%
% With a disability: 4.4%
Employment rate: 36.5%
% Without HS Diploma: 12%
% Without Internet: 31.3%
% Renters: 31.8%
% in Mobile Homes: 22.2%
% Seniors Living Alone: 11.6%
% Single Parent Households: 5.5%



CEJST Data



CEJST Data

COMMUNITY CHARACTERISTICS:

Energy cost – 99th
Low income – 83rd
Asthma – 90th
Diabetes – 92nd
Heart Disease – 98th
Low life expectancy – 87th
Transportation barriers – 96th

16% Black



Idlewild: 
“Michigan’s 
Black Eden”



Idlewild: 
“Michigan’s 
Black Eden”



Overall percentile: 20th

Range: 5th - 81st

MIEJScreen
Comparison 



“Six generations of my family have been in the 
house that I now own. So that’s how long 
we’ve been coming up a long, long time,” 

Judith Berry Griffin said. “It goes back beyond 
the entertainment. And we have to start with 
why Idlewild was important when it started. 

Because there was a lot of unrest in the 
country, people didn’t feel safe. People were 

being lynched and harassed.”

”The Town That 
Segregation Built” 

‘This is where black 
people could come and 

not have to worry 
about not being served 
or not being allowed to 

use the hotel or the 
motel or the facilities," 
says Maxine Martin, a 
longtime Idlewilder.



Questions?

Justin Schott, Director
jbschott@umich.edu
(914) 261-1907
www.energyequityproject.com
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http://www.energyequityproject.com/

